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Abstract 13 

Low-cost air quality sensors measuring air quality at fine spatio-temporal resolutions, 14 

typically suffer from sensor drift and interference. Field calibration is typically performed at 15 

one location, while little is known about the spatial transferability of correction factors. We 16 

evaluated three calibration methods using a year of hourly nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 17 

observations from low-cost sensors, collocated at two sites with a conventional monitor as 18 

reference: (1) an iterative Bayesian approach for daily estimation of the parameters in a 19 

multiple linear regression model, (2) a daily updated correction factor and (3) a correction 20 

factor updated only when concentrations are uniformly low. We compared the performance 21 

of the calibration methods in terms of temporal stability, spatial transferability, and sensor 22 

specificity. We documented drift within the 1-year period. The correction factor updated 23 

under uniformly low concentrations performed poorly. The iterative Bayesian approach and 24 

daily correction factor reduced the root mean squared error (RMSE) by 21-46% at the 25 

calibration locations, but did not reduce RMSE at the other location. By examining the 26 

posterior distributions of the regression coefficients, we found that the poor spatial 27 

transferability is consistent with different responses of individual sensors to environmental 28 

factors. We conclude that the spatial and temporal variability in the calibration parameters 29 

requires them to be updated regularly, including sensor-specific recalibrations.  30 

Keywords: data quality; calibration; air quality; sensor network; nitrogen dioxide; INLA 31 

  32 
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Graphical abstract 33 

34 
  35 

 36 

Highlights 37 

• NO2 sensor calibration methods, accounting for drift and interference, were compared  38 

• Calibration parameters were iteratively estimated using INLA 39 

• Correction factors were updated daily and when concentrations were uniformly low 40 

• Sensor differences cause spatio-temporal variability in the calibration parameters 41 

• Calibrating one sensor is not enough; regular sensor-specific calibrations are needed 42 

  43 
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1. INTRODUCTION 44 

The interest in the use of low-cost air quality sensors at the city level to extend and densify 45 

conventional air quality monitoring is increasing (Jerrett et al., 2017; Snyder et al., 2013). A 46 

dense air quality monitoring network can be used for modeling and mapping air quality on a 47 

finer resolution in space and time than conventional monitoring networks that typically 48 

include only one or two monitors per city (Schneider et al., 2017). Such models and maps 49 

may be of added value e.g., for health studies and policy making. The data quality of low-cost 50 

air quality sensor networks however is often poor or unknown, potentially leading to wrong 51 

policy decisions or bias when applied in epidemiological studies (Snyder et al., 2013). In 52 

order to adjust, correct or improve sensor observations, calibration is important in the 53 

development and maintenance of such networks (Lewis & Edwards, 2016).  54 

Calibration starts in the lab with finding an optimal function to convert absorbance or 55 

conductivity to pollutant concentrations (Neri, Bonavita, Galvagno, Siciliano, & Capone, 56 

2002). Performance indicators include sensitivity, selectivity, stability, response time, 57 

saturation, sensitivity to humidity, and the limit of detection (LoD) (Colin, Shepherd, Carter, 58 

& Wright, 1998; Morales, Walsh, Treacy, & Garland, 2002; Penza, Martucci, & Cassano, 59 

1998; Santos, Serrini, O'Beirn, & Manes, 1997). Lab calibration, however, is not sufficient 60 

for field deployment of air quality sensors. The sensors perform less accurately under 61 

changing weather conditions and when exposed to different mixtures of gases as compared to 62 

calibration in the lab (De Vito, Piga, Martinotto, & Di Francia, 2009; Kamionka, Breuil, & 63 

Pijolat, 2006). For long-term performance in the field, there are two main challenges: drift 64 

and interference effects.  65 

The electrochemical cells typically used in low-cost gas sensors are more prone to lose 66 

sensitivity as compared to conventional monitors. This leads to sensor drift: an increasing 67 
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bias in the sensor response. Xiang, Tang, and Zhu (2016) showed that the measurement error 68 

due to drift in nitrogen dioxide (NO2) sensors increased by a factor three within two months. 69 

Low-cost air quality sensors are also sensitive to relative concentration distribution changes, 70 

for example caused by seasonality or pollution events (De Vito et al., 2009; Moltchanov et 71 

al., 2015). The gas sensor can show interaction and interference effects: an unwanted 72 

response to other pollutants, gases, temperature and relative humidity (Kamionka et al., 2006; 73 

Mead et al., 2013). We refer to these unwanted responses as interference effects. Field 74 

calibration is needed to estimate the parameters which correct the sensor response such that it 75 

represents the true concentrations as good as possible, accounting for drift and interference. 76 

Much research has already been done to find the best methods for field calibration of air 77 

quality sensors. Multiple linear regression (MLR) has been used in the past few years to build 78 

calibration functions in which covariates account for environmental and meteorological 79 

variability (Kizel et al., 2018; Piedrahita et al., 2014; Spinelle, Gerboles, Villani, Aleixandre, 80 

& Bonavitacola, 2015). Feed-forward artificial neural networks (ANNs) have also been used 81 

to adjust for interference effects (De Vito et al., 2009). Xiang et al. (2016) also accounted for 82 

multiple sensors drifting simultaneously.  83 

In air quality sensor networks, one commonly used approach is that only one sensor is 84 

collocated with a reference monitor during regular operation. Before operation and in regular 85 

intervals during operation, sensors may be collocated to be calibrated or recalibrated. In 86 

addition, some studies report automatic calibration procedures, aiming at reducing calibration 87 

costs. When recalibrating the sensors in a sensor network to account for drift and varying 88 

meteorological conditions in this way, it is assumed that all sensors behave similarly, and are 89 

influenced by the same conditions and similar drift. Although there is evidence that this 90 

assumption is not valid (Barakeh et al., 2016), calibration parameters established at a location 91 
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with a reference instrument are often assumed to be transferable to other locations in the 92 

network.  93 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the spatio-temporal variability and sensor specificity of 94 

calibration parameters. To do so, we evaluate three different calibration methods that account 95 

for interference effects and drift. The methodology is applied to the city of Eindhoven, where 96 

a low-cost sensor network was set up with NO2 measurements at 25 locations (Hamm et al., 97 

2016). At two locations the low-cost sensors were co-located with reference monitors, 98 

allowing us to assess spatial and temporal variability of correction factors. The focus of this 99 

study is on NO2, because earlier passive sampler measurements have documented large 100 

spatial variation in European cities related especially to road traffic (Cyrys et al., 2012).  101 

 102 

2. METHODS 103 

We evaluated the performance of (1) an iterative Bayesian approach for daily estimation of 104 

the parameters in a multiple linear regression model, (2) a daily updated simple correction 105 

factor and (3) a uniform concentration correction similar to the method suggested in Tsujita, 106 

Yoshino, Ishida, and Moriizumi (2005). For Bayesian inference we used Integrated Nested 107 

Laplace Approximations (INLA). We evaluated the methods in terms of the stability of the 108 

correction factors or calibration parameters in time, the usability of the correction factors or 109 

calibration parameters at other locations within the same urban area, and the transferability of 110 

the calibration parameters to different sensors of the same type. 111 

 112 

2.1 Data 113 

The air quality sensor network in Eindhoven (Figure 1) was established by the AiREAS 114 

civil initiative (Close, 2016) in November 2013 and has continuously been operating since. 115 
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The sensor network consists of 35 fixed airboxes, manufactured by the Energy Research 116 

Centre of the Netherlands. The airboxes contain an array of sensors measuring particulate 117 

matter (PM), temperature and relative humidity (RH). Some airboxes also measure ozone 118 

(O3), NO2 or both. The focus of this study is on NO2, which is measured in 25 airboxes since 119 

2016, after an initial calibration at the end of 2015 (Hamm et al., 2016). NO2 is measured 120 

using the electrochemical cell Citytech Sensoric NO2 3E50 in a differential measurement 121 

setup. A switching valve and reagent cartridges are used in front of the electrochemical cell to 122 

dry the air. Observations are discarded when temperature and humidity are outside acceptable 123 

ranges. All airboxes are installed at 2.5-3 m height and at the roadside, as lamp posts were 124 

used to supply electricity. Sites were purposely selected reflecting background and traffic 125 

sites (Figure 1). Background sites were located in minor residential roads; traffic sites in 126 

roads with typically more  than 10,000 vehicles/day. The two conventional monitors sites are 127 

also designated as traffic sites in the Dutch national air quality measurement network. Further 128 

details are described elsewhere (Van Zoest, Stein, & Hoek, 2018). 129 

 130 

 131 

Figure 1. Locations of the airboxes and conventional monitors in Eindhoven. 132 
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 133 

Two conventional chemiluminescence monitors of the Dutch national air quality 134 

measurement network (Buijsman, 2013), operated by the National Institute for Public Health 135 

and the Environment, are both located in similar urban traffic locations in Eindhoven and are 136 

used as reference instruments. With each conventional monitor, an airbox is collocated. 137 

Airbox NO2 measurements are averaged to hourly values for analysis of the calibration 138 

methods, similar to the temporal resolution of the conventional monitors. Data cleaning and 139 

outlier detection were performed as described in Van Zoest et al. (2018). We refer to 140 

� = ���, … , ��	
 as the collection of airboxes measuring NO2 and � = ���, ��
	 as the 141 

collection of conventional monitors, where � ⊂ �.  142 

In this study we use covariates � ∈ � = 	 ���2, �3, ��, �,��,��
. Nitrogen dioxide 143 

(��2), relative humidity (��) and temperature (�) are measured within the airbox. Ozone 144 

(�3) data in the airboxes at �� and �� were missing for most of the year due to sensor failure. 145 

Therefore we used the O3 data available at the conventional monitor at location �� (O3 not 146 

measured at ��). Wind speed (��) and wind direction (��) were obtained from the Royal 147 

Netherlands Meteorological Institute weather station in Eindhoven (KNMI, 2016). NO2 148 

concentrations were square root transformed to approximate a normal distribution. Where 149 

needed, the covariates were also transformed to obtain distributions closer to the normal 150 

distribution and to obtain a more linear relationship between the covariate and square root 151 

transformed NO2 concentrations. An overview of the potential covariates, their sources and 152 

transformations is given in Table S1 in the supplementary materials. 153 

 154 

  155 
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2.2 Sensor drift 156 

Sensor drift is caused by the loss of sensitivity of the electrochemical cell measuring NO2. 157 

We examine the average drift of the sensor network by plotting a time series of the difference 158 

��,� between the mean NO2 concentration of the two conventional monitors and the mean 159 

NO2 concentration observed by all airboxes deployed in the city, for all hourly observations 160 

in 2016: 161 

��,� = ∑ � !"#,$,%,&'( |*| − ∑ �,!"#,$,%,-'. |/|     (1) 162 

where 012�,�,�,3 is the hourly NO2 concentration measured at day 4 and hour 5 = 1,… ,24 at 163 

airbox location � for |�| number of airboxes, 812�,�,�,9 is the hourly NO2 concentration 164 

measured at day 4 and hour 5 = 1,… ,24 at conventional monitor location � for |�| number of 165 

conventional monitors. For calculation of ��,� we use the actual NO2 observations before 166 

square root transformation. We take a smoothed line through the time series of ��,� to largely 167 

separate the effect of drift from temporally varying spatial variability.  168 

 169 

2.3 Multiple linear regression model 170 

2.3.1 Calibration  171 

The term calibration refers to two processes. First, it establishes a relationship between 172 

indicative measurements and standard (reference) measurements, i.e., estimating the 173 

parameters of the calibration function; second, it uses an established relationship, i.e., the 174 

calibration function, for obtaining a measurement result from an indicative measurement 175 

(Rasch, Tiku, & Sumpf, 1994). In this paper, our focus is on the first process, and we will use 176 

the term correction for the second process.  177 
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MLR functions have been widely used to build calibration functions accounting for 178 

environmental and meteorological variables (Piedrahita et al., 2014; Spinelle et al., 2015). 179 

We adapted the method, (1) to allow for transformations of the response variable and 180 

covariates to obtain better linear relationships, (2) to estimate the calibration parameters 181 

including their uncertainty using Bayesian inference, and (3) to iteratively update the 182 

calibration parameters on a daily basis using observations of the previous 30 days.  183 

The calibration function resembles a generalized additive model (GAM): 184 

8�,�,9 = :;,�,9 += :>,�,9> g>�0>,�,�,9' + ε�,�,9    (2) 185 

where 8�,�,9 is the square root transformed reference NO2 level at day 4, hour 5 = 1,… ,24 186 

and location �, g>�0>,�,�,9' are covariate-dependent known functions or transformations 187 

applied to covariate 0>,�,�,9, :;,�,9 is the intercept and :>,�,9 are the unknown coefficients for 188 

covariates � for day 4 at location � and the error is assumed ε�,�,9~�(0, D�). The coefficients 189 

:>,�,9 have a posterior distribution with mean FGH,$,- and precision IGH,$,-. The covariate-190 

dependent transformations g>�0>,�,�,9' are chosen such that 0>,�,�,9 approximates a normal 191 

distribution, and g>�0>,�,�,9' has an approximately linear relation with 8�,�,9.  192 

We used hierarchical Bayesian estimation and inference. Bayesian inference provides a 193 

posterior distribution for each :>,�,9 rather than a single estimate, and therefore allows for the 194 

comparison of estimates of different airboxes, including their uncertainty. The parameters of 195 

the posterior distributions were estimated using Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation 196 

(INLA). INLA provides fast and accurate Bayesian parameter estimates through Laplace 197 

approximations. The advantage of INLA over Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 198 

simulations is that the computation time is significantly shorter, while INLA gives an 199 

approximation which is as good or better (Rue, Martino, & Chopin, 2009).  200 
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We built a set of multiple linear regression models including combinations of covariates 201 

which are often used in calibration of NO2 sensors, as they are known for causing 202 

interference effects or sensor bias. All covariates are scaled and centered to zero before 203 

running INLA. The calibration equation is updated every day 4 to account for gradual drift 204 

and meteorological variability using all non-missing observations in the previous 30 days, 205 

adding up to maximum 720 hourly observations. Moltchanov et al. (2015) found variability 206 

in calibration parameters over shorter periods of time, e.g. 4 days, using 30-minute averages. 207 

We chose a period of 30 days based on prior analyses (Table S2), aiming to include enough 208 

variation in air pollutant concentrations while minimizing the longer term effects of drift and 209 

seasonality. We further note that our calibration parameters change daily in a smooth manner. 210 

Our method does not distinguish between day and night periods in calibration parameters. 211 

Using R-INLA (Martins, Simpson, Lindgren, & Rue, 2013), we built a model on the 212 

calibration set to estimate the parameters of the posterior distribution J>,�,9 = (FGH,$,- , IGH,$,-) 213 

of the coefficients :>,�,9. The models are built at the two locations �� and �� where a 214 

conventional monitor is collocated with an airbox. The model is rebuilt for every day in 2016, 215 

such that there is an overlap of 29 days between the data used for calibration on day 4 and for 216 

calibration on the next day 4K�. 217 

 218 

2.3.2 Calibration performance measures 219 

The fit of a Bayesian model is commonly evaluated using posterior predictive checks or 220 

leave-one-out cross-validation. For the first check the posterior predictive p-values,  221 

L(8�,�∗ ≤ 8�,�|O) (3) 222 

for replicate observations 8�,�∗ , are evaluated to be uniformly distributed. For none of the 223 

models explored in this study the distribution of the posterior predictive p-values was 224 
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uniformly distributed. Wang, Yue, and Faraway (2018) however argue that in some cases the 225 

posterior predictive p-values can be affected by the nature of the data in such a way that they 226 

would never be uniformly distributed even in the case of a perfect model. Therefore they 227 

suggest using the probability integral transform (PIT) instead: 228 

PQ��,� = L(8�,�∗ ≤ 8�,�|OR�,�)  (4) 229 

where OR�,� are all observations except for the observation at time stamp 5 on day 4. The 230 

performance of the different calibration models is evaluated based on the Deviance 231 

Information Criterion (DIC), a generalization of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), 232 

accounting for both model complexity and fit in a Bayesian model (Spiegelhalter, Best, 233 

Carlin, & Linde, 2002): 234 

�Q� = 	�S + LT (5) 235 

where �S is the posterior mean of the deviance and LT is the effective number of parameters. 236 

A smaller DIC denotes a better fit.  237 

 238 

2.3.3 Validation  239 

For temporal validation, we use the calibration function from Eq. (2) and replace the 240 

unknown : by :U to predict 8�,�,9:  241 

8V�,�,9 = :U;,�,9 += :U>,�,9> g>�0>,�,�,9' + ε�,�,9    (6) 242 

for which we now know the posterior distributions of :U;,�,9 and :U>,�,9. On every day 4, Eq. 243 

(6) is applied on 5 = 1…24 using the parameters of :U;,�,9 and :U>,�,9 estimated during the 244 

calibration phase. The calibration and validation are repeated daily, so each 24 hour period is 245 

validated with a new set of calibrated parameters based on the hourly data available in the 246 

previous 30 days.  247 
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The number of locations with a collocated reference monitor is always sparse in low-cost 248 

air quality sensor networks. If the drift and the influence of external variables are similar for 249 

each airbox and location, a calibration model built at one location can be transferred to the 250 

other locations. To test this, we apply spatiotemporal validation by adjusting Eq. (6) to 251 

predict 8V�,�,9 at a different location (�W) from where the model is built (�X): 252 

8V�,�,9Y = :U;,�,9Z +[ :U>,�,9Z> g> \0>,�,�,9Z] + ε�,�,9Y    (7) 253 

for the two locations where a conventional monitor is located. Note the different subscripts of 254 

� to denote the different locations used in spatiotemporal validation. Similar to the temporal 255 

validation, Eq. (7) is applied on 5 = 1…24 on the current day 4 using the parameters of 256 

:U;,�,9 and :U>,�,9 estimated during the calibration phase, but now at a different location �X. 257 

 258 

2.3.4 Validation performance measures 259 

Prediction performance is based on the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). We consider 260 

two RMSE values: the RMSE before calibration (�^�_`ab) and the RMSE after calibration 261 

(�^�_`c3�). �^�_`ab is obtained as: 262 

�^�_`ab =	d∑ (,%,$R !"#,%,$)#e$%fg h$   (8) 263 

where 8�,� is the observed reference NO2 concentration (��2abi) and 012�,�,� is the 264 

observed airbox NO2 concentration (��2jk) for time stamp 5 in 1,… , �� where �� is the 265 

total number of non-missing hours in validation day 4. �^�_`c3� is obtained as: 266 

�^�_`c3� =	d∑ (,%,$R,V%,$)#e$%fg h$  (9) 267 

where 8V�,� is the predicted NO2 concentration. A smaller RMSE denotes better prediction.  268 
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The calibration approach using INLA is compared to two other techniques that are often 269 

used for correction of low-cost air quality sensor networks: (1) a simple daily updated 270 

correction factor and (2) a correction factor which is updated when the concentrations are low 271 

and uniform across the sensor network.  272 

 273 

2.4 Daily correction factor 274 

Miskell, Salmond, and Williams (2018) calibrated low-cost O3 sensors using a 275 

conventional monitor in the vicinity with similar land use type. This method assumes that the 276 

drift between the airboxes is similar and that high peaks missed by the airboxes are due to 277 

meteorological factors which are the same across the sensor network. We apply a similar 278 

method to NO2, distinguishing between an absolute correction factor and a relative correction 279 

factor. On each day 4 we find the relative difference correction factor labm,�,9:  280 

labm,�,9 =	∑ n ,%,$,- !"#,%,$,-oh$�p� × �h$   (10) 281 

and the absolute difference correction factor ljk3,�:  282 

ljk3,�,9 =	∑ (,%,$,-R !"#,%,$,-)e$%fg h$    (11) 283 

The correction factors are computed on a location � where an airbox is collocated with a 284 

conventional monitor. On a daily basis, labm,�,9 or ljk3,�,9 corrects all hourly airbox 285 

measurements of that day, for all airboxes located at a similar site type (urban traffic or urban 286 

background). The spatial transferability of the correction factor is evaluated by applying it at 287 

the other airbox location in � and comparing the corrected airbox NO2 concentrations with 288 

the observations of the conventional monitor at that location. Since both conventional 289 

monitors are located at urban traffic locations, we could only evaluate the method for this site 290 

type. The RMSE is calculated before and after correction. 291 

 292 
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2.5 Uniform concentration correction 293 

Tsujita et al. (2005) proposed a method for automatic calibration of low-cost air quality 294 

sensor networks. The method differs from the previously mentioned correction factor, in the 295 

sense that the correction factor is only updated under conditions of uniform low NO2 296 

concentrations. We tested a similar method. When NO2 concentrations are uniform and low 297 

for any hourly timestamp, the baseline of the low-cost sensors is adjusted to the mean of the 298 

conventional monitors. All hourly NO2 observations are corrected using a fixed correction 299 

factor lrsW which is the same for all airboxes. This correction factor is based on the ratio 300 

between the mean of the two conventional monitors and the mean of all low-cost sensors. The 301 

correction factor is applied to all future observations of the low-cost sensors, until it is 302 

updated at time stamp 4, 5 when standard deviations of the NO2 concentrations drop below a 303 

threshold t�,� and the mean NO2 concentrations drops below a threshold u�,�: 304 

v∑ � !"#,&,$,%R ̅!"#,$,%'( |*R�| < t�,� 	⋀ 	∑  !"#,&,$,%( |*| < u�,�   (12) 305 

We evaluated different values of t�,� = �4, 5, 6
 µg m-3 and values u�,� = �10, 12, 15
 µg m-306 

3. 307 

Following Moltchanov et al. (2015) we also applied night-time calibrations. Every night the 308 

concentrations are assumed to be uniform, and a new airbox-specific correction factor 309 

lsW|}�,�,3 is retrieved from the ratio between each individual airbox and the average between 310 

the two conventional monitors between 1:00-4:00 AM. The correction factor is used to 311 

correct the airbox values during the next day.  312 

 313 

2.6 Sensitivity of individual airboxes to environmental factors 314 

We evaluated whether individual airboxes reacted similarly to interfering gases, 315 

temperature and humidity. First, using INLA we examined the relationship between ��2jk 316 
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and the other variables �� and � measured in the airbox. For the 25 airboxes the posterior 317 

mean estimates were compared based on slope direction and strength. The differences in 318 

posterior mean estimates between the 25 non-collocated airboxes reflect both spatial 319 

variability in the calibration parameters, as well as inter-sensor variability (Broday et al., 320 

2017). Second, for a comparison independent of the airbox location, we compared the 321 

posterior mean estimates of ten airboxes which were simultaneously collocated with a 322 

conventional monitor for ten days (~ = 240 hourly observations per airbox). A separate 323 

model, with ��2abi as the response variable, was built using INLA for each covariate 324 

measured in the airbox: ��2jk, ��, and �. The posterior mean estimates in this case solely 325 

reflect inter-sensor variability.  326 

 327 

2.7 Temporal autocorrelation 328 

A first-order random walk model is added to Eq. (2) to account for possible temporal 329 

autocorrelation, as suggested in Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015):  330 

8�,�,9 = :;,�,9 += :>,�,9> g>�0>,�,�,9' +	rw�(4, 5) + ε�,�,9    (13) 331 

where rw�(4, 5) is a first-order random walk function on the time series of 4, 5. For both 332 

locations �� and ��, and for both the model with and without random walk component, the 333 

�^�_`ab and �^�_`c3� are obtained. A lower �^�_`c3� for the model with random walk 334 

component compared to the model without random walk component suggests the presence of 335 

temporal autocorrelation. The models in Eqs. (2) and (13) are also compared using a full year 336 

of data, for which 80% of all hourly observations in 2016 are randomly selected for 337 

calibration and the remaining 20% of the observations is used for validation. 338 

 339 

  340 
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3. RESULTS 341 

3.1 Descriptive statistics 342 

Based on the initial calibration, the airbox showed good agreement with the conventional 343 

monitors. The correlation coefficient for the full year 2016 for hourly NO2 concentrations is 344 

0.75 at �� and 0.83 at ��. Scatterplots for both locations nevertheless showed substantial 345 

differences of individual observations (supplementary materials, Figure S1).  346 

The percentage of missing values in the dataset of 2016 was 23.1% for the airboxes, of 347 

which 4.4% was removed during data cleaning and outlier detection (Van Zoest et al., 2018). 348 

The remainder is caused by sensor malfunctioning (6.6%) or displacement during 349 

maintenance periods (12.1%). To reduce the service costs of the sensor network, maintenance 350 

periods were long. The airbox located at �� was removed for maintenance from the 22nd of 351 

March until the 3rd of May 2016. The airbox at �� was removed from the 22nd of February 352 

until the 3rd of May 2016. In future development of the network, maintenance time clearly 353 

needs to be reduced. For the two conventional monitors, 2.8% of the hourly NO2 observations 354 

was missing in 2016.  355 

 356 

3.2 Sensor drift 357 

Figure 2 shows the time series of ��,�, the difference between the mean NO2 concentration 358 

of the two conventional monitors and the mean NO2 concentration observed by all airboxes. 359 

Since all airboxes are at different locations and their mean concentrations are not necessarily 360 

equal to the mean of the conventional monitors which are both located at a traffic location, 361 

we do not require  ��,� to be zero. Neither do we require ��,� to be stable throughout the year, 362 

as it could possibly vary with the seasonality of NO2, meteorological conditions or 363 
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interfering gases. However, the downward trend in ��,� in Figure 2 suggests sensor drift. 364 

After four months of deployment, there is a sudden decrease in ��,�, which leads to a 365 

systematic decrease of ~10 µg m-3. This is related to a change in the initial calibration factor 366 

around the 10th of May. The bias further increases with time. Compared to the average drift 367 

of all airboxes in the sensor network, the two collocated airboxes do not show the same 368 

decreasing trend. At �� the fitted smooth curve of the difference is around zero after the 10th 369 

of May, showing no signs of drift. At ��, the fitted smooth curve follows that of the average 370 

drift after the 10th of May until the end of August. Due to malfunctioning of the sensor there 371 

are no data available for the last month of the year. The high values at the end of November 372 

would therefore strongly influence the fitted curve to increase from September onwards. For 373 

a better comparison with �� and the mean of all airboxes, the line of �� is drawn until 374 

September. 375 

  376 
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 377 

 378 

 379 

Figure 2. Difference between mean airboxes and mean conventional monitors over time 380 

(light gray line) and fitted smooth curves before and after May 10th (dark gray solid lines). 381 

Vertical solid black line: May 10th, after which we observe a sudden decrease in ��,�. Black 382 

dashed and dot-dashed lines: fitted smooth curves of difference between conventional 383 

monitor and airbox at location �� and location ��, respectively. The line at �� has been 384 

drawn until September. Missing values in December would otherwise influence the line up 385 

towards the high levels in November, making comparison with �� and the mean of all 386 

airboxes impossible. 387 

 388 

  389 
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3.3 Multiple linear regression model 390 

3.3.1 Calibration 391 

The histogram and Uniform Q-Q plot of the PIT values (Eq. (4)) are created for every daily 392 

iteration of the models. A sample is visually inspected to check for uniformity; an example is 393 

shown in Figure S2. The PIT values show uniformity for all models, which means that the 394 

models suitably fit the data. The model performance, based on the DIC, can thus be evaluated 395 

for the models. In Table 1 we present the DIC values for different models. Since the INLA 396 

model is iteratively rebuilt, giving a new DIC value every day, we report the mean DIC and 397 

median DIC for 2016. The lowest DIC, indicating the best model fit, is found for model 9 398 

including all covariates. Model 8 (excluding wind direction) has the next lowest DIC, only 399 

slightly higher than model 9. All models show a better fit at �� compared to ��.  400 

Figure 3 shows the change of the coefficients of covariates over time when the model 401 

parameters are recalibrated on a daily basis for model 8. We show model 8 (without wind 402 

direction) because DIC values are similar to model 9 and wind direction is represented by 9 403 

slopes, increasing the complexity of the figure. The intercept :; for the daily INLA models is 404 

positive between 3 and 7 µg m-3. At ��, :12� < 1 and at ��, :12� > 1. Transferring the 405 

coefficients to another location where the bias is in a different direction will lead to an 406 

increase in bias rather than a decrease. Coefficient :2� is negative throughout the year, and 407 

:�� is close to zero. Coefficient :h is mostly positive for both locations. Coefficient :�* 408 

shows a pattern close to zero but mostly negative. The month of hourly data used in each 409 

calibration iteration should contain enough temporal variability in the covariates to avoid 410 

overfitting. However, both locations show a large temporal variability in the coefficients. 411 

This is probably due to seasonal variation, as the temporal variability at the two locations is 412 

very similar over time. The patterns are smoothened by the overlap of the calibration datasets. 413 
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When the direction of the slopes would be the same for each location, this would be 414 

beneficial for the transferability of the model from one location to the other. However, when 415 

coefficients tend to have a different direction at different locations at any point in time, 416 

correction may lead to a deterioration.  417 

 418 

Table 1. DIC performance statistics for different models. A lower DIC denotes better model 419 

fit. In each model, the dependent variable is the square root of hourly average reference 420 

monitor concentrations of NO2, ���2abi. NO2ab is NO2 measured by the low-cost airbox 421 

sensor; �3 is ozone measured by one reference monitor (��). �� is relative humidity and � is 422 

temperature, both measured by the airbox. �� is wind speed and �� is wind direction, both 423 

measured by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI)   424 

# Covariates 

Location �� Location �� 
DIC mean DIC median DIC mean DIC median 

1 :; + :12����2jk 1459 1630 1352 1464 

2 :; + :12����2jk + :2�log	(�3) 1291 1319 1328 1446 

3 :; + :12����2jk + :�����
 1444 1619 1312 1439 

4 :; + :12����2jk + :h� 1406 1506 1136 1242 

5 :; + :12����2jk + :�*√�� 1306 1348 1320 1421 

6 :; + :12����2jk + :�Tfactor(WD) 1403 1589 1292 1410 

7 :; + :����2jk + :�√�� + :�log	(�3) 1221 1243 1297 1409 

8 :; + :12����2jk + :2�log	(�3) + :����� + :h�+ :�*√�� 

1134 1208 828 877 

9 :; + :12����2jk + :2�log	(�3) + :����� + :h�+ :�*√�� + :�Tfactor(WD) 1104 1161 778 815 
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 425 

 426 

Figure 3. Time series of the coefficients of the daily INLA models, using model 8. Light gray: 427 

location ��, dark gray: location ��. 428 

  429 
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3.3.2 Validation 430 

A model with only NO2 improved the RMSE modestly at both locations (Table 2). Adding 431 

additional covariates substantially further reduced RMSE. Model 8, with all covariates except 432 

wind direction, performed best at location ��. At ��, model 9 with all covariates performed 433 

best. At both locations, no improvement in RMSE was achieved by correcting the 434 

observations using the calibration models built at the other location.  435 

 436 

3.4 Daily correction factor 437 

The relative correction factor labm,�,9 shows a higher �^�_`c3� than the absolute correction 438 

factor ljk3,�,9, even exceeding �^�_`ab at �� (Table 3). Since this method could be applied 439 

to all non-missing NO2 observations at each location, while the Bayesian models could only 440 

be applied to observations non-missing for all covariates at each location, the �^�_`ab and 441 

�^�_`c3� are not directly comparable to those retrieved using INLA (Table 2).  442 

 Table 3 also shows the �^�_`ab and �^�_`c3� when we tested the correction factor 443 

determined at the other airbox location collocated with a conventional monitor. At ��, RMSE 444 

is higher after correction; at �� a modest decrease was found using ljk3,�,9g. The RMSE 445 

values can be influenced by a few extremes in the corrected values, especially when an 446 

extreme correction factor is established at one location and is transferred to another location. 447 

This led to a high �^�_`c3� of 120.86 µg m-3 at ��. Removing extreme correction factors led 448 

to a decrease of this value, however not decreasing below �^�_`ab. A time series plot of the 449 

correction factors illustrates its variability and the extremes (Figure S3).  450 

 451 

 452 
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Table 2. RMSE before and after temporal and spatiotemporal calibration using different 453 

models. In each model, the dependent variable is ���2abi 454 

 455 

  456 

  Temporal calibration  Spatiotemporal calibration 

# Covariates 

Location ��  
(N=5684) 

 Location ��  
(N=4816) 

 Model �� validated at �� 
(N=4751) 

 Model �� validated at �� 
(N=4885) �^�_`ab �^�_`c3�  �^�_`ab �^�_`c3�  �^�_`ab �^�_`c3�  �^�_`ab �^�_`c3�

1 :; + :����2jk 9.91 9.44  10.67 8.54  10.00 11.35  10.64 11.39 

2 :; + :����2jk + :�log	(�3) 9.91 8.43  10.67 8.43  10.00 10.81  10.64 11.68 

3 :; + :����2jk + :����
 9.91 9.52  10.67 8.22  10.00 11.86  10.64 12.70 

4 :; + :����2jk + :�� 9.91 8.83  10.67 7.26  10.00 12.70  10.64 11.62 

5 :; + :����2jk + :�√�� 9.91 8.05  10.67 8.28  10.00 10.29  10.64 11.10 

6 :; + :����2jk+ :�factor(WD) 9.91 9.47  10.67 8.62  10.00 11.55  10.64 11.56 

7 :; + :����2jk + :�√��+ :�log	(�3) 9.91 7.97  10.67 8.23  10.00 10.27  10.64 11.42 

8 :; + :����2jk + :�log	(�3)+ :���� + :�� + :	√�� 

9.91 7.62  10.67 5.80  10.00 11.28  10.64 11.55 

9 :; + :����2jk + :�log	(�3)+ :���� + :�� + :	√��+ :�factor(WD) 
9.91 7.80  10.67 5.74  10.00 11.66  10.64 11.58 
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Table 3. RMSE values before and after applying a daily correction factor on hourly values at 457 

the same location (temporal calibration) and at the other location (spatiotemporal 458 

calibration) 459 

 460 

 461 

 462 

3.5 Uniform concentration correction 463 

The results of correction factor lrsW updated under conditions of uniform and low 464 

concentrations are shown in Table S3. Depending on the threshold values of standard 465 

deviation t�,� and mean u�,�, the number of updates of lrsW in the year ranged between 1 and 466 

39 for the chosen thresholds. For none of the threshold combinations, the correction method 467 

improved the RMSE value. Instead, the �^�_`c3� was 27-145% higher than the �^�_`ab, 468 

making the method not suitable for NO2 in this sensor network. Figure S3 shows the time 469 

series of the correction factor for t�,� = 5 µg m-3 and u�,� = 12 µg m-3. As Figure 2 470 

suggested, a change occurred in May. This is reflected in an update of the correction factor in 471 

Figure S4. Before May the correction factor remains at 1.  472 

Table S4 shows the results of the night-time calibration. At �� the RMSE is almost doubled 473 

after night-time calibration, while at �� there is a slight improvement in RMSE. The increase 474 

in RMSE at �� is mainly due to some extreme values for lsW|}�,�,3 in May (Figure S5). 475 

 Temporal calibration  Spatiotemporal calibration 

Correction factor 

Location ��  Location ��  Model �� validated at ��  Model �� validated at �� 

�^�_`ab �^�_`c3�  �^�_`ab �^�_`c3�  �^�_`ab �^�_`c3�  �^�_`ab �^�_`c3� 
labm,�,9 9.94 19.57  10.55 7.34  9.46 13.53  10.68 120.86 

ljk3,�,9 9.94 6.54  10.55 5.78  9.46 10.17  10.68 9.75 
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 476 

3.6 Sensitivity of individual airboxes to environmental factors 477 

Figure 4 shows a boxplot of the posterior mean estimates for relative humidity and 478 

temperature for a model with airbox NO2 as response variable. When using a full year of data 479 

at once, the posterior mean estimate for temperature is negative for each airbox, varying 480 

between -0.1 and -0.7 for different airboxes. The posterior mean of relative humidity differed 481 

between the different airboxes from -0.5 to +0.3. A difference in slope direction can have 482 

large influence on the transferability of calibration models to other airboxes.  483 

 484 

 485 

Figure 4. Posterior mean estimates of different airboxes, for airbox NO2 vs. covariates RH 486 

and temperature measured in the same airbox, full year 2016. 487 

 488 
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Figure S6 shows the posterior distributions of :12�, :�� and :h for ten collocated airboxes 489 

for a shorter period of time with NO2 from the conventional monitor as the response (240 490 

hours). The posterior distributions of :12� are around 1. For some of the NO2 sensors, 491 

however, the beta coefficient was below 1 while for other airboxes the beta coefficient was 492 

above 1. The NO2 concentrations would thus be corrected in the wrong direction when using 493 

the estimated coefficients of another airbox. :�� and :h have posterior distributions around 494 

zero, indicating different slope directions for different airboxes. We note that the short 495 

duration may have contributed to some uncertainty in the estimates.  496 

 497 

 498 

3.7 Temporal autocorrelation  499 

In the iterative calibration procedure, the dataset for calibration was not large enough to 500 

model the temporal autocorrelation in the NO2 data. Inclusion of the random walk component 501 

(Eq. 13) did not lead to improvements in �^�_`c3�. When applying the model in Eq. (2) to 502 

the full year dataset, however, there were clear signs of temporal autocorrelation in the 503 

residuals. Including random effects in the model using Eq. (13) led to a significant decrease 504 

in �^�_`c3� from 8.30 to 3.12 at ��, and from 6.76 to 3.71 at ��. A complete overview is 505 

given in Table S5. Inclusion of random effects narrowed the scatterplot closer to the 1:1 line 506 

(Figure S7). A substantial decrease in residuals and removal of the temporal pattern is visible 507 

in the residual plot (Figure S8).  508 

 509 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 510 

After approximately two to six months after the initial calibration, the airbox NO2 sensors 511 

showed signs of drift. We have evaluated three different methods for regular calibration: 512 
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daily updated correction factors, corrections based on uniform low concentrations, and a 513 

Bayesian regression model. The Bayesian regression model and the daily correction factors 514 

both worked very well on the airbox for which they were created, accounting for both 515 

systematic bias due to drift and non-systematic errors due to interference effects. However, 516 

we found that the transferability of the correction parameters and coefficients to another 517 

airbox was limited, though the other airbox was within a short distance and in a similar traffic 518 

situation. The poor spatial transferability is consistent with the different sensitivity of 519 

individual airboxes to environmental factors including temperature and relative humidity, in 520 

agreement with Broday et al. (2017).  521 

The sensitivity of electrochemical cell NO2 sensors to temperature and relative humidity 522 

has already been evaluated for different types of sensors (Mead et al., 2013; Neri et al., 2002; 523 

Phala, Kumar, & Hancke, 2016). With a set of collocated sensors, we found that the 524 

interference effects might be different for individual sensors of the same type when deployed 525 

in an outdoor environment. We also showed, in line with Kizel et al. (2018), that for each 526 

airbox the coefficients strongly vary over time, emphasizing the need for regular 527 

recalibration. These results may be different for other pollutants or sensors. Zalel et al. 528 

(2015), for example, found a good temporal stability and spatial transferability for 529 

benzo(a)pyrene.  530 

Wind speed data was only available at a single location in Eindhoven. In the model we 531 

could therefore only include the temporal variation in wind speed but not its spatial variation. 532 

Lerner et al. (2015) found that local wind speed affects the NO2 concentrations. The NO2 533 

sensors in our study are covered by the airbox to minimize the influence of direct wind. The 534 

regression model may be improved by adding measurements of wind speed and wind 535 

direction on each airbox location. Ozone data are measured by the airboxes, but were only 536 

available for two months in 2016 for the two airboxes collocated with a conventional 537 
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monitor, due to sensor failure. Therefore we used O3 data available at one of the conventional 538 

monitor sites. This limited the O3 data to only one location, but the relation between NO2 and 539 

O3 is strong and the temporal variability in O3 is typically higher than the spatial variability. 540 

This solution was therefore preferred over using no O3 data or using only two months of data 541 

for analysis. Due to a change in initial calibration factor, there is a  sudden change in NO2 542 

concentrations around the 10th of May. This has affected the models based on 30-day periods 543 

including May 10th, but not other periods. The change thus does not affect our general 544 

conclusions. 545 

We evaluated the performance of the calibration models, their temporal stability and spatial 546 

transferability by comparing the RMSE values before and after calibration. This measure is 547 

widely used to evaluate sensor performance, but can be influenced by extreme values 548 

(Fishbain et al., 2017). We cleaned the data from outliers before the analysis to minimize the 549 

influence of extreme values on calibration parameters and their performance (Van Zoest et 550 

al., 2018). Besides the RMSE, other performance measures can be used to assess the quality 551 

and usability of low-cost air quality sensors. For example, Fishbain et al. (2017) developed a 552 

tool kit to evaluate the performance of air quality micro-sensing units. Here, our focus is on 553 

calibration performance only.  554 

Miskell et al. (2018) suggested to calibrate low-cost sensors using a conventional monitor 555 

in the vicinity with similar land use type. They successfully applied the method on O3 with an 556 

averaging time of 72 hours. We applied a similar method on NO2 using daily absolute and 557 

relative correction factors and an averaging time of 24 hours. This method accounts for drift 558 

and daily variability in interference effects. Despite similar traffic conditions at both 559 

locations, and traffic being the major contributor to NO2 levels in Eindhoven, the correction 560 

factors could not successfully be transferred from one location to the other. This is probably 561 

due to variability between individual airboxes in the strength of drift or interference.  562 
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The uniform concentration correction method was proposed by Tsujita et al. (2005) and 563 

only adjusts the correction factor when concentrations of pollutants are uniform over the city. 564 

This method accounts mostly for drift but also for long-term variability in interference 565 

effects. Moltchanov et al. (2015) applied this method using nighttime calibrations (1:00-4:00) 566 

when O3 concentrations are uniformly negligible. For NO2 they could not apply the method 567 

because they did not find periods of sufficiently long duration with negligible spatial 568 

variation in NO2 concentrations. We faced the same issue for NO2.  569 

We evaluated the presence of temporal autocorrelation in the residuals by adding a first-570 

order random walk component to the model, as described in Blangiardo and Cameletti 571 

(2015). In our case the addition of this random effect only led to an improvement in RMSE 572 

when applied on 80% of the full dataset (2279 hourly non-missing observations) rather than 573 

iteratively using the hourly observations of the previous 30 days (maximum 720 hourly non-574 

missing observations).  575 

The need for regular recalibration of parameters is clear. The time series plots of the daily 576 

correction factors, the correction factors based on uniform low concentrations, and : 577 

coefficients of the INLA model show that independent of the method used, there is 578 

significant variability in the correction factors and parameters over time. Also, the parameters 579 

are dependent on the individual sensor. Hasenfratz, Saukh, and Thiele (2012) proposed an on-580 

the-fly calibration procedure for gas sensors mounted on public transport vehicles, calibrating 581 

the sensors when in each other’s vicinity or when in the vicinity of a conventional monitor. In 582 

static sensor networks, a moving reference sensor could be used for regular calibration and 583 

data quality evaluation of the sensors in the network as suggested by Kizel et al. (2018). A 584 

moving reference sensor takes the different response of individual sensors into account, and 585 

would be a suitable solution to account for the spatio-temporal variability in the calibration 586 

parameters. A disadvantage is the added workload. Besides a moving reference sensor, it 587 
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would still be of added value to collocate the sensors once a year to compare performance 588 

differences.  589 

Low-cost air quality networks provide data of a fine spatial and temporal resolution. They 590 

provide valuable opportunities for spatiotemporal modelling and health risk mapping. It can 591 

be debated whether one should use modelled values, as derived from the calibration model, as 592 

an input for spatiotemporal modelling purposes and health studies, in which the same 593 

covariates are likely to be used again as potential confounders in for example time series 594 

studies. The purpose of this model is however different, the calibration parameters are 595 

optimized for the calibration of NO2, and the covariates have been transformed and scaled. 596 

Therefore we do not expect major issues regarding the use of calibrated values in future 597 

modelling.  598 

Calibration procedures are important to correct air pollution data before online publishing, 599 

to avoid misinterpretation of the results. This study has highlighted the need for such 600 

calibration procedure to not just account for drift and interference effects, but also for the 601 

variability in drift and interference effects in space, time and between sensors. The strength of 602 

this variability may differ between locations, pollutants and sensors used. Transferability of 603 

calibration parameters from one sensor to the other and similarities in drift are often assumed, 604 

but this assumption is not always justified. Regular calibration should therefore be performed 605 

at the location of the low-cost sensor, for example using a moving reference sensor.  606 

Low-cost air quality sensors are valuable instruments to increase the spatial and temporal 607 

resolution of air quality sensor networks. When aware of their limitations, sensor-specific 608 

differences and when communicating the uncertainties related to their measurements, they 609 

could prove useful in various settings.  610 

 611 

 612 
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